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Comparative Analysis of Two Performance Artists: Rebecca

Belmore and Ana Mendieta

Kaiyu Zheng

Ever since the Age of Discovery, global-scale population migration and cultural and

intellectual interaction have developed into one of the most obvious trends of today, that is,

globalization. Along with this process comes historical events of which some involve violence,

conquest, and dehumanization, such as western colonialism, overthrown of authority and

social reforms, where issues including racism and sexism are derived. Rebecca Belmore

and Ana Mendieta are two of the most influential artists in terms of addressing social and

political problems relating to belonging and identity and upholding beliefs in their artworks;

Their artworks typically relate closely to their unique personal background and identity. In

this paper, I explore the backgrounds of these two artists, and discuss with comparison the

general themes of their art practices via examples. I intend to answer two questions: How

do these two artists address questions about belonging in the contemporary world? What

impact do their approaches to confront the contemporary social and political issues make on

viewers in general?

Belmore, born in 1960, is an Anishinaabe-Canadian1 artist. She represents both indige-

nous artists as well as women artists in Canada. To better understand Belmore’s motivations,

it is important to understand the contemporary issues of First Nation people in Canada. The

most critical issues facing First Nation people and Native Americans in the United States

today can be summarized into two aspects: the lack of public understanding of their past,

and their minority status in their country2. Although many people sympathize towards the

indigenous people [1], very few know much about their past. The reality of “land theft” and

“identity theft” and other suffering that occurred on the indigenous people is manipulated or
1Anishiabbe refers to a group of indigenous people in North America. One being indigenous in Canada

is also refered to as First Nation Canadian.
2There are many issues such as lack of education, poor income, social discrimination, etc. but in essence,

I believe that the two mentioned aspects are the sources of the issues today.
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romanticized [2]. Belmore herself experienced assimilation to white culture that schools and

the government imposed on her [3]. Her awareness of her own history puts her in an uncom-

fortable position facing the forces by those around her that attempt to erase her past and

identity. Therefore, she bravely started to use art as a way of showing her voice and protest

against the current situation. As we will see, more than merely protesting or complaining,

she seek to offer remedy to restore the loss of her culture and identity.

Among Belmore’s artworks, the Untitled and the Fringe are typical examples that reflect

her ideology. Created in 2005, the Untitled is a performance artwork recorded in the form

of photographic triptych (Figure 1). All three photographs feature a women figure with tan

skin color and long, black hair. She is hung on the ceiling, and wrapped by what seems to be

a long, white bandage that covers most of her body except for her head, hands and feet. In

the left photograph, the figure twists her body and curls up, using her right arm to grab her

head away from the camera. The white wrapping bandage drops onto the floor. In the center

photograph, the figure is upside down, with her head and shoulders touching the ground,

and hairs spreading on the floor. Her body is wrapped tightly and fully, only exposing one

of her hands. In the right photograph, the figure is in a normal body orientation, and still,

wrapped tightly and fully. She looks on her right, avoiding the gaze from the viewer.

Relating the personal background of the artist, it is not hard to see that this artwork

concerns the issues of western colonialism and the contemporary identity of the indigenous

people. By wrapping the figure with white bandage, at one level, the artwork shows how

indigenous people are powerless to resist the wave of colonization. At another level, it also

reflects a way of living for the indigenous people in western society; They interact with the

surrounding in a restrained and altered way compared to their original identity. To interpret

in a different way, we see that this is also a solution (remedy) that indigenous people should

keep their identity internally, even though they have to adapt to fit in the reality.

The Fringe is an artwork classified as transparency in light-box (Figure 2)3. The women
3Classification provided by official website: http://archive.artsmia.org/until-now/artworks/

belmore_fringe.html

http://archive.artsmia.org/until-now/artworks/belmore_fringe.html
http://archive.artsmia.org/until-now/artworks/belmore_fringe.html
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figure lies on a horizontal bed, resting her head on a white pillow. She turns towards the

gray wall and curls up, therefore showing her back to the viewer. The only clothing on the

figure is the white cloth on her hip. There is a clearly visible wound on her back, traversing

across almost the entire surface in the diagonal direction. The wound is the core of this

artwork, and much detail is devoted for it, such as the swelling around the wound, and the

blood flowing down and leaving lines of blood traces, some resting on the bed sheet.

One straightforward interpretation of this artwork is to regard the simplistic clothing of

the figure as an indication her aboriginal identity. The wound is then a sign of suffering that

the colonizers imposed on the people like her. A closer look at the details brings up more

and deeper messages that Belmore tries to deliver. The array of thin blood makes it look like

the wound is not caused by one single slice of the skin, but rather dozens of relatively deep

punctures. It gives viewer the impression of the level of pain that the figure endures, and how

indelible that pain is. The swelling around the wound suggests that the wound is not new,

and a certain level of restoration is undergoing. This restoration is a natural bodily process

happening on the figure internally, and it keeps the figure alive from excessive bleeding.

To some degree, this shows the artist’s optimism and determination that a better future of

the indigenous people is awaiting. As discussed later, restoration is a crucial component of

Belmore’s work [2], and it relates to Mandieta’s search for identity [4].

Mendieta, like Belmore, belongs to a minority group of immigrated people in her coun-

try, the United States. Born in 1948 in Havanna, Cuba, Mandieta immigrated to the United

States in 1961. She experienced three years of the radical Marxist reform occurred in Cuba

led by Fidel Castro before moving to the U.S. She settled in Iowa, where she found passion

in art. It was not until 1966 did Mandieta reunion with her mother and brother, and 13

years after that her father went to the U.S and joined them [5]. As a women artist who

was separated from her home country for reasons out of her control, Mendieta was inspired

to search for the meaning of belonging and the relationship of female body and nature. To

me, her pursuit seems to be an attempt to rationalize her own identity, one that has en-
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dured violent political reform, separation from the familiar, immigration and discrimination.

Through discussing two of her artworks, we can understand how she understands her own

belonging and identity, and how her ideology impacts the viewer at large.

One of the defining artworks of Mendieta’s career is the Silhouette series (1973-1978).

This series of artowrks consists of photographs which record Mendieta’s manipulation of the

land or other natural structures to create a silhouette-looking mark. These photographs

involve various kinds of natural environments, and some form a time-elapse documentation

of the artwork’s changes. For example, Figure 3 shows two example works in the Silhouette

series. On the left, there is the Alma Silueta en Fuego4, where the silhouette situates in

an area of mud and fallen leaves. The material that form the silhouette is burned, and the

fire gradually takes over the entire silhouette. The motion of flames seem to vitalize the

originally still silhouette. On the right, there is the work titled Mexico, where the artist lays

on rocks naked, and flowers are placed all over her body, as if they grow on it. This almost

looks as if the artist is acting as a corpse, and flowers and plants treat the corpse as a new

nutritious “earth” and grow as they wish. This particular piece shows Mendieta’s belief that

women’s body belongs to the nature, the land, and it is recycled after the person’s death,

to provide nutrients and foster new lives. As we can see in Figure 4, when creating some of

the silhouettes, the artist uses her own body to mold the shape of a human-looking sear on

the ground. Both sides of her body completely touch the ground.

Mendieta shows a surprisingly intimate relationship between her body and the land. It is

almost a form of total mutual acceptance and trust. The sense of belonging that Mendieta

has for nature is more than merely a verbal statement; it is reflected by her implementation

of her ideas, by bold actions as discussed before. She can do what she wants to the nature,

and it will eventually restore its appearance. Mendieta was, in her own words, “torn from my

homeland during my adolescence.”[6]. The inadequate sense of belonging to Cuba leads to

feeling of loneliness5 and an eager to associate her life with an external bearing that tolerates
4Translates to Soul Silhouette on Fire.
5The loneliness can be seen through the fact that her silhouette always only involve herself as the subject.
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her existence, and she has chosen the nature for this role.

Besides using artwork to show her belonging to nature, Mendieta also uses artwork to

express her stance towards violence and associate it with the political reform that occurred

in her home country. The Body Tracks (1978)6 is a public performance artwork performed

at Franklin Furnace, New York. It is recorded by a video and a physical artwork on the wall.

The artist initially stands straight sticking to the wall, and opens her arms as a V-shape.

Her arms are painted with blood-like red color. As the performance began, slowly, she bends

down her body, and her arms move down and leave two approximately symmetric red traces

on the wall (Figure 5). The whole process seems like the artist is dragged down by some

invisible force, because of the slow motion, and the body pose. Associating this movement

with the blood-colored painting, we may regard the force as violent political reform that

Cuba went through. The artwork is completed only in a matter of minutes, but leaves a pair

of thoughtful and indelible arm tracks. This can be interpreted as the severity of damage

and suffering that violence can do to people within a short period of time.

A distinction between Belmore and Mendieta’s addressing of the issue of belonging is

that Belmore sticks to her originality, which is the identity as indigenous people, whereas

Mendieta shifts her sense of belonging away from her home country, towards something

broader, which is nature. Belmore offers solutions to deal with the social issues faced by the

indigenous people, such as by wrapping themselves with a white cloth but maintain their

culture on the inside. Mendieta, however, forms her own argument on where a woman’s body

belong to, and this argument, for the most part, supports Mendieta herself to rationalize her

identity as someone who was exiled by her home country and endured discrimination from

multiple perspectives in the U.S. The two artists both express concern on violence, and their

artworks potentially leave an impression on the viewer about the evil of violence as well as

political suppression and reform, by enlarging the suffering of the people7 that are victims

in front of violence. [Words in text: 1865]
6Official full name: Untitled (Blood Sign #2/Body Tracks)
7The indigenous, and the victims in the Marxist revolution.
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Figure 1: Untitled, Rebecca Belmore, 2005.
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Figure 2: Fringe, Rebecca Belmore, 2007.

Figure 3: Examples from the Silhouette series, Ana Mendieta, 1973-1978
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Figure 4: Example from the Silhouette Series, Ana Mendiata, 1973-1978
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Figure 5: Screenshot from Body Tracks, Ana Mendieta, 1974.


